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Director
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Charging, discharging, watts in, watts out, current,
voltage, and other values can tell you what your off
grid system is doing. Having data helps you plan your
power usage and forecast problems before being
caught short. A DC power monitor addresses all these
issues and is inexpensive and relatively easy to install. They definitely add a stylish cool look, but it’s
more than just vanity and bling. A DC power monitor
is a practical and useful accessory. This is not going
to be a product review or buyer’s guide. Our goal is to
explain DC power monitors and some basic operational principles.

A quick search on Amazon and eBay returns dozens
of options, most of which are less than $50.00 USD
and many are are less than $20.00 USD. Renogy and
Powerwerx offer a line of branded DC monitors, although the popular names cost more. As an added
bonus, modern units have features that place them far
ahead of previous generations of DC power monitors.
The downside to cheap electronics is, well, they’re
cheap, as in cheaply made. I usually recommend
against buying junk, but in this case Off Grid
Ham readers will quickly find that sourcing a quality
DC power monitor is difficult even if you are willing to
spend more. It’s is not a “mission critical” item. If it
fails, you’ll still stay on the air. Furthermore, they’re so
inexpensive most hams can afford to keep extras for
spares.
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More than just bling.
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Many inexpensive choices.
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2nd. VP

Chris Warren

Joe WB8ADX
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1st. VP

Add a DC Power Monitor To Your Off Grid
System.

Bill N8QVS

There are two basic types of DC monitors: shuntbased and in-line. We’ll go over the difference between the two shortly.
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This Morningstar device monitors power coming in from
my solar panels.

I didn’t know I needed it.

What should a DC power monitor do?

DC power monitors give a good picture of short and
long term power consumption and how your energy
is being used. I did not think I was going to care
about watt-hours, but now that I have that capability, I
find it helpful. The goal is to have more watt-hours
going into the battery than coming out of it. If it gets
to a point where there are consistently more watthours leaving the battery than entering it, I’ll have
advance warning that I’m running out of juice. A watthour deficit implies several possibilities: 1) The battery is defective or approaching the end if its service
life, 2) it is too small for the load it is pushing, 3) the
system does not have enough off grid electric generation capacity, or 4) a combination of any of these
issues.

The new breed of DC power monitors do more
than measure voltage and current. Many of
them display watts, watt-hours, percent of battery charge and more. While individual needs
vary, at a bare minimum you’ll want to know the
voltage and current going out of your battery.
It’s also useful to know how much power is
coming in from your solar panels. Doing all this
may require more than one DC power monitor.
In my case, I set mine up to monitor volts,
amps, watts, and watt-hours going into and out
of my battery. I already had a monitor keeping
track of what comes in from the solar panels.
However, I may also replace the solar panel
monitor. I paid over $100 for it years ago as an
accessory to my Morningstar charge controller
and it is sorely lacking compared to the newer,
much cheaper units. Maybe it’s time to upgrade
that too.

ORIGIANL PHOTO ©2022 OFFGRIDHAM.COM

PHOTO COURTESY OF BAYITE TECHNOLOGIES.

I noticed at one point I had over 300 watts of
power coming in from the solar, but only about
60 watts of it was actually diverted to the batteries, and the batteries were not discharging. Energy does not magically disappear, so where
were the extra 200+ watts going?
The answer was simple. The 200+ watts were
being used to power radio equipment and other
devices around my house. What this told me
was, at least at that moment, the batteries were
coasting along on a float charge while the solar
carried the entire load. Monitoring these values
over time can provide a real-world picture about
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how well your system is performing. Some
monitors have data ports that will interface with
a computer and do all the math for you. Others do not have a physical display; they connect to your smartphone via Bluetooth and you
can manage your system from there.
Shunt-based DC power monitors.

Beat

disadvantage to a shunt-based system is the physical size of the shunt itself. If you are using a portable “go box” type of system, a shunt will probably
take up too much space in your kit. Also, it is an
exposed conductor. When using a shunt, locate it
so that accidental contact cannot occur. Having it
in an enclosure is even better.
The shunt should be included with the monitor
when you purchase it. If it is not, don’t worry.
Shunts are inexpensive, easy to find, and come in
standardized values.
In line DC power monitors.
In line power monitors do not need a shunt and all
the circuit current flows through the device. Powerwerx sells this type of monitor, and
there are others. In line DC power monitors come
with their own pros and cons. For starters, installation is really simple and the device takes up very
little space. As for the bad points: They must be
physically located near the power source, and
since all the current runs through the device itself,
the operator is exposed to a potential safety hazard.

This 100 amp shunt drops only 100 millivolts. The 22
gauge wires connect to the monitor device. ORIGINAL
PHOTO ©2022 OFFGRIDHAM.COM

How can a small, cheap microprocessor device
measure high currents without itself becoming
a safety hazard? DC power monitors work
around this problem by using a shunt. A shunt
is just a fancy resistor with a very, very low value, usually in the 50-200 micro ohm range. The
shunt is calibrated to drop mere millivolts
across it. The drop is so small it will not effect
the circuit but is still enough to be measured.
Since the voltage drop across the shunt will
vary according to the amount of current going
through it, this variation is picked up by the meter and displayed as current. By the way, this is
the same principle used in analog multimeters.
A shunt allows the user to place the display in
a convenient location and connect it with light
gauge wire. In theory it is safer because no
high current or voltage is flowing through the
instrument itself. The shunt can be located in a
safe place away from the operator. One

Beware manufacturers claims!
As always, apply some critical thinking to manufacturer claims. For one type of in line monitor I researched for this article, the manufacturer states it
will handle (continuously) 75 amps at 60 volts.
That’s 4500 watts. Maybe someone out there is
more gutsy than me, but there’s no way in hell I’d
dare run over 4 kilowatts of juice through that
thing!
As with anything involving electricity, use your
head or you may end up in the emergency room. If
it does not seem plausible, it probably isn’t.
Installing your DC power monitor.
Wiring your DC power monitor is fairly simple but
methods will differ depending on what you want to
monitor and the design of the device. Battery
charging, discharging, and solar output will all
have a different wiring protocol. Because of this,
you will likely need a separate monitor for each
value.
For shunt-based monitors, light gauge doorbell
type wire can be used to connect the monitor to
the shunt because no high current or voltage runs
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through the monitor itself. For my application, I
used 22 gauge telephone central office frame
wire. You’ll need at least two and possibly up
to four wires from the shunt to each monitor
device.

Elections- John W8TOY is election chair. Offered nominees to speak:

Monitoring battery charge and discharge requires two devices, but they can be connected
to the same shunt. The data sheet should
show you how to wire each device to get the
desired measurement. To measure charge/
discharge with in line monitors, simply connect
one monitor between the charging source
(solar, wind, etc.) and the battery, and one
monitor between the battery and the load.
DC power monitors for solar panel output cannot use the same shunt as the charge/
discharge monitors. So, if you want to keep
track of all aspects of your system, you’ll need
three monitor devices and two shunts, or three
in line monitors.

John- We will still send out ballots, to allow for
write-ins.
Field day- Joe- AA8UU will be in charge again. We
need help putting up antennas, tearing down, etc.

Suggested DC power monitor applications.

Bob N8REL - Treasurer’s report. We have a budget for
next year. We are starting to spend a bunch of money
on the repeater; we have money in the bank. This is ok,
the repeater is a good resource especially for the techs
and early generals. We want to do a swap this year,
this past year we had to cancel because of the Omicron
variant of COVID. The swap is budgeted for, as is the
picnic and banquet.

For those with go boxes and portable systems, an in line DC power monitor will best
meet your needs. Its simple hookup and compact size make it an obvious pick. The typical
go box setup will never get even close to a
power level that would be concerning, so suspicious manufacturer specifications are not as
much as a factor in these applications.
If you have a fixed home system or the physical accommodations in your portable station,
choose a shunt-based DC power monitor.
They are less expensive, arguably safer, and
there are many more choices available. The
connection procedure is a little more complicated than in line models, but once you’re
over that hump you’re good to go.

2022-04-13 Minutes of the HPARC radio club general meeting at the Hazel
Park Library
(Note- I arrived a few minutes late at 7:35pm. I
presume we did the Pledge of Allegiance and introductions of new members)
The club noted that our former vice president, Jim
K8ABZ became a silent key.
Committees were shown shown.
Presentation by Jim Wilson (AC8NT) on Microcontrollers

Mike K8WU gave brief intro and plans for if/
when elected president

Michigan QSO Party- We came in 4th last year, #1 in
participants. The event is this Saturday.
Hamvention will be in May.
Dart South receive at the Airport is working.
Davis Aerospace ARISS contact is on track.
Reminder that the website member portal exists. Roster, documents, etc.

License classes- Tech / General classes are over for
now, the extra class is still going on. All classes are still
online. Next Tech class in Sept will be with a new manual and a new exam pool.
May 27th STEM event booth. All are invited too
Mentoring- Ken (& Len)- If you have a skill set, can we
call you?
Siren testing- We need testers to monitor siren tests,
contact Marsha N8FE
General call for volunteers.

Formal vote on the proposed budget, all in favor, no opposers.
KE4ZYQ- Comment- We can screen record a tablet or phone
if needed for future meetings.
First Field Day meeting will be tomorrow to organize things.
Hopefully there will be no tornado watches this year.
Meeting Adjourned 8:52pm
Respectfully Submitted,
Reuven Gevaryahu KB3EHW
HPARC Secretary
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Chairmen
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Volunteers

Repeater

Joe WB8ADX

LoTW Manager

Murray KE8UM

W8JXU Trustee

Bill N8QVS

Refreshments

Brenda N8AQ

Swap

John KD8NYF

Club Cook

Bill N8QVS

Field Day

John AA8UU

Holiday Mee ng

Board of Directors

Educa on

Jerry W9NPI

Equipment Inventory

Jim K8ABZ

Sunday Net

Bob N8REL

Audio/Video Specialist

Ken KE8LIG

Zero Beat Editor

Rick KB5OO

Lark in the Park

John AA8UU

Public Informa on
Oﬃcer (PIO)

Mee ng Greeter

OPEN

Rick KB5OO

Net Control Operators

Webmaster

Mike K8WU

Banquet

John W8TOY

Lee KD8TBC
John W8TOY
Mike K8WU
Bob N8REL

Club Picnic

Jay WB8SBI

HPARC Nets
HPARC Oﬃcial Sunday Night
2‐meter Phone Net
Every Sunday a 9:00 Pm local me on the DART re‐
peater, 146.64 (PL 1 00), catch up on club news and
informa on, and just to keep in touch. All amateurs
are welcome to check in.

ARPSC Thursday Night
2‐meter phone net
Every Thursday at 8:00 PM on the W8OAK repeater,
146.90 (PL 100). The Hospital radio check net takes
place on the last Thursday each month at 7:30 PM
on the W8OAK repeater. h p:///www.arpsc.com

HPARC Media Dream Team Hugh KE8BED
Rick KB5OO
Al K8ALH
John AA8UU
Mike K8WU
Jim K8ABZ
John W8TOY

Oakland County ARPSC Siren Tes ng,
1st Saturday at 1:00 PM.
March through November. Contact Marsha, N8FE, at
n8fe@arrl.net, to volunteer and be assigned a siren to
test.

Around Town

Amateur Radio Licensing Tes ng

HPARC Buddy Breakfast every Saturday
at 9:00 AM (or so)

Jerry has announced that license tes ng will begin
again on The ﬁrst Tuesday of every even month at
7:00 PM at the Oak Park community center.

Cozy Cabin Diner, 2129 E. 12 Mile Rd, Warren, MI
Come in early for the socializing. Park in the restau‐
rant parking lot.
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